Directions for "Quilt as You Go"
modifications for the Jordan Fabric
Friendship Table Runner
Backing and Batting 48" x 20"
Cut a 6 Y2inch Square (or make a 9 patch-adjust squares as needed)
Cut 20 2 Y2inch by 6 Y2inch strips
Cut 10 2 Y2inch x2 Y2inch squares
This is a good time to lay the strips how you would like them to be when
finished.
Sew 10, 2 Y2inch squares onto 10, 6 Y2strips
1. Layer batting on top of backing. Baste using favorite method. Basting
Spray works well.
2. Find the center and mark a line both horizontally and vertically on the
batting. This will be your placement line for the center block and also
the strips.
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3. Layer the center square in the center, so that all four comers line up
with the drawn lines on the batting. Pin. Layer the 6x2 Y2rectangle
fabric on two sides of the square. Sew with a 1;4 inch seam allowance.
When starting and starting back stitch. Press away from center .
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Now layer the 6 Y2strip with the 2 Y2inch strip on me two sides of the
square (right sides togetber)Keep it on the far comers. Sew with a 14
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inch seam.

5.

Repeat the process, nesting seams, with the rest of the strips. Use the
lines drawn on the batting. Try to end stitching ~ inch before end of
strip. It win make the quilting on the back look nicer.

6.

Layer the border strips on each side and pin. Try to layer the raw edge of
the strip with the inner COIners of the rectangles. Sew the strips on each
sides of the braid and cut off the excess strips, press. -- use (14 It ~ eo-rt'-J

7.

Layer the border strips on opposite short sides, sew, cut and press.
Repeat for the other short side.

8. Add another border if you would like.
9. Cut off the excess backing and batting and bind.

